This article revisits sources on German maypoles and tree cults in the ancient, medieval, and modern periods. It opens important historiographic horizons on at least three fronts, from the church’s relationship to tree-oriented customs throughout the Middle Ages, to the National Socialist appropriation of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century folkloric scholarship, and to the consequent postwar aversions to any trace of modern admiration for an alleged premodern veneration of trees. It shows how postwar art historians have remained so hesitant to perpetuate narratives about pre-Christian, homogenous belief systems that revered the forests of northern Europe that they have overlooked some of the few surviving physical traces in art from Slavic Eastern Europe, whose ancient ties to nature Germans toiled to erase in both the medieval and modern eras.

Springtime merrymaking in Germany that revolved around trees has very deep roots. The great minnesinger Neidhart von Reuenthal (c. 1190–after 1237), who composed poetry in Bavaria and Austria in the early thirteenth century, tells us that as sap rose again after long winters, a village’s grandest lime tree came into bloom and awakened the local people, too, stirring them to wild exuberances in song and dance—the likes of which Hieronymous Bock had famously memorialized in his herbal book of 1539 (fig. 1). Illustrated by David Kandel in his accompanying woodcut, the central, stocky tree with its busy network of foliating branches dominates the upper two-thirds of the picture, providing cover to the musician and revelers who, with the help of the jug of booze, persist throughout the day, so overcome they are with the joie de vivre of “dancing into May.” Instead of celebrating about a rooted lime, villagers would also honor the annual cycle of renewal and rebirth by sacrificing the finest local conifer, felling it, dragging it into town, delimbing it to its crown, and decorating it with wreaths, flowers, streamers, and other ornaments on May Day—hence the English term maypole (as opposed to the German Maibaum). Brought from the forest into town, often its market square, the giant vegetal votive was staged and folded into the wider panoply of amusements played throughout the spring and summer festivals to reenact the spirit of reaping gifts that people sought back from nature in the form of good harvests. As part of a game pictured in Albert Glockendon’s Nuremberg breviary from the 1530s, above the pairs on the ground a peasant man can be seen clambering up the maypole’s smooth trunk to attempt to capture the prized rooster surmounting it (fig. 2). Though shorn from the ground, the maypole still thrives, as attested by its bushy crest. Dangling with glass trophies, it contrasts with that of the lone, desiccated and fruitless tree of the owl, a harbinger of death and misfortune.

As unassuming as they seem, German maypoles and other ritual trees have in fact been taboo objects of contention since the Christianiza-
tion of northern Europe. Inherently ephemeral or vulnerable to destruction, they do not easily survive for art historians to study. Even where they can be reconstructed, they are classified as folk or minor art. Michael Baxandall in his landmark study of limewood sculpture, in which he illustrated Kandel’s print, repudiated the idea of analyzing the new class of wooden carvings that became fashionable at the time across Germany—some of which were left unpainted—in the context of popular vegetation rituals. “It [folkloristic practice] is uncomfortably fugitive material and it may even be better to leave it aside.” Baxandall’s hesitation is emblematic of a justified reluctance in German art history to reexamine the medieval and ancient legacy of ceremonial trees and maypoles, tainted as they are in modern historiography. Indeed, historical tree customs formed the quarry for nineteenth-century folklorists who hunted through sources to establish historical precedents for wood as a “national material” for Germany. Theirs was a nationalist enterprise whose embellishments were contaminated and radicalized under the fascist folklorists of the so-called Third Reich, who corrupted the history of maypoles and sacred groves as a means of laying claim to bordering landscapes to the east that they declared “German.”

In returning to the sources on maypoles and tree cults, ancient, medieval, and modern, this article opens important historiographic horizons on at least three fronts, from the church’s relationship to tree-oriented customs in the Middle Ages, to the National Socialist appropriation of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century folkloric scholarship, and to the consequent postwar aversions to any trace of modern admiration for an alleged premodern veneration of trees. In addition, it will highlight an irony in the National Socialists’ adoption and propagation of the myth of primordial Germanic tree worship, since ancient Slavs, whom they deemed an inferior race, were also thought to have worshipped trees, and the clergy who razed the cult-trees were themselves German. In its invocation of little-known artworks and objects, it will show how the real and persistent intimacy with vegetation within the religious life of medieval Germans has also been clouded both by modern church figures, who downplayed pagan influences, and a postwar scholarly fastidiousness that has flattened the historical sources. Indeed, art history is well positioned to uncover the ways the church, despite its antipathy to the natural world as inscribed in Genesis, absorbed real local trees—cultic and folkloric—not just typological and symbolic ones into its devotional and liturgical system, both in its early campaigns of converting pagans and much later in its fight to maintain its cen-
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tripetal position as it pulled in and sanctified the rhythms of everyday life in the leadup to the Protestant Reformation. What ultimately becomes clear in the diachronic juxtapositions between medieval tree cults and their evolving and perverted reception in the modern period, however, is that trees, by their very nature, swayed the terms of their cultural ascriptions just as they always outgrew them.

A Totalitarian Totem

In 1933, Adolf Hitler, who presided over thousands crowded in Berlin’s Lustgarten for the Nazi party’s highly produced commemoration of May Day, consecrated what was billed the “largest maypole ever erected in world history.” It was in fact enormous. A single, hulking forty-four-meter-tall trunk crowned with a gilded swastika, the maypole formed the centerpiece of an hours-long public display, going late into the night, of human and cultural power from the capital of the newly formed Third Reich. But the modern maypole custom was foreign to much of Prussia and certainly to Berlin’s urban environment. In keeping with the tradition normally observed in village and country life of Germany’s south, the tree itself had to be among the most majestic one could find. Instead of the local forest, event organizers sourced it first from hundreds of kilometers away in the Bavarian forest. A photograph taken by the dissident photojournalist, Georg Pahl, the following year attests that it came from the opposite side of southern Germany in the storied Black Forest (fig. 3).

According to lore of the Reich’s 1934 celebration of May Day, at least ten attempts to import a pristine trunk from the south were foiled before an eleventh reached Berlin unscathed by some
of the more treacherous curves on its rail trip to the northeast. Hitched to a truck rather than a horse cart, the prostrate trunk denuded of its branches was ceremoniously processed through the triumphal Brandenburg Gate as if it were booty from war, seized from nature’s clutches. Lavished with wreaths, flags, and Hitler Salutes from throngs of onlookers along the way, the festive prop was implanted at the nation’s military, royal, and cultural fulcrum on the Lustgarten Plaza between the City Castle, Arsenal, and New Museum. Wrapped with colorful streamers and grassy garlands, the maypole was standard fare in a south German beer garden or small-town square. In the capital of the new empire, it was a conflation of multiple National Socialist ideologies.

Hardly two months had passed since Hitler rammed through the Reichstag Fire Decree in February 27, 1933, which suspended individual rights and due process to silence socialist opposition. In the same vein, he and his government choreographed Berlin’s May Day spectacle both on Museum Island and to even larger crowds on the Tempelhof Airfield to rid the holiday of its associations with the labor movement and restore it to its rightful place in German folk (or Volk) tradition. “One should not choose the most beautiful spring day of the year as a symbol of fight,” Hitler proclaimed. Rather, it should be “a symbol of constructive work; not as an embodiment of decay and thus disintegration, but only of völkisch solidarity and thus of rising up.”

With May Day declared a national holiday and ultimately renamed the National Day of German People, the maypole too was sanitized of its modern history, where it had shapeshifted into a tree of liberty symbolizing various freedom struggles since the French Revolution, including the now defunct republican ideals of the bygone Weimar era.

More than purging recent memory, though, Hitler sought to resurrect the mythical ancient Germanic roots of the holiday and its signature arboreal emblem. “German Volk, forget fourteen years of disintegration and rise up to two thousand years of German history!” he recited twice in his speech that day. As a prototype for all the copies proliferating throughout the empire in its image, the emergent, totalitarian totem was festooned with neo-pagan motifs and a swastika—“the symbol of Aryan being,” according to a Nazi folklorist recounting the Berlin gathering. Standing proudly like a colossal candle with a wreath hung around it, from which hundreds of colored banners fluttered in the wind, the reborn maypole was conceived to stir up an enduring, ethnonationalist fantasy that intrinsically linked a pure, pre-Christian German Volk with their surrounding environment. Relying around the virginal wood as a reinstatement of ancient custom, the May Day spectators were enfolded into a larger messianic narrative that reunified Germans with a landscape that had for millennia been sullied by Christianity, western occupations, capitalism, and other nefarious external forces.

A token of their special, racial kinship with nature, especially as it compared to what Nazi historians of Eastern Europe (Ostforscher) considered the ethnically less “cultivated” Poles and Slavs, the maypole was also instrumentalized in the National Socialist colonial campaign to justify the seizure of more nature in the form of territory to the east. By the May Day celebration of 1937, as a postcard from the event describes it, festival organizers abandoned the pretense of preserving and restaging a south German tradition to the capital, instead importing a tree from the Polish territory—settled by Germans—and masquerading it in Alpine culture (fig. 4). The postcard’s inscription reads: “In the middle of Berlin’s festively decorated Lustgarten, the 34 meter-high maypole from the Cadin Forest in the German province of East Prussia [in what today is northern Poland east of Gdańsk] rises, with a large, magnificent wreath with a diameter of 14 meters hung around it.” In this case, the
maypole not only projects a spurious historical continuity between the modern custom and ancient, German cult practices. It also performs the colonial project of applying the attendant myth of German unity with nature as a pretext for expansion eastward, both historically and in the contemporary. Bound up with mystical notions of blood, soil, and territory (Blut, Boden, Raum), the Polish maypole in Berlin ritualistically enacts the Ostforscher’s key tenet of an Urgermanentheorie, which held that medieval Germans, given their superior mastery of the environment, had innate rights to eject Slavs from the lands east of the Elbe that Germans regarded “homeland.” In reconfirming the fatuous homogenization of Germanic history, the Berlin maypole finally evokes the vigorous suppression of academic inquiry into the presence of ethnic minorities in eastern Germany in the Middle Ages; it papers over the German destruction of preexisting ancient, nature-oriented Slavic cultures in its own environs around Berlin—a legacy so entangled in the fraught period of National Socialism that it continues to be underappreciated today.

Hitler and the Party’s flamboyant May Day spectacle was praised and its historical precedents vouchsafed by a group of collaborating folklorists who infiltrated the Reich Institute for German Folklore, which was coopted by the Nazis after their rise to power in 1933. Merged into the notorious Rosenberg Office, the Institute, while originally conceived by ‘respectable’ academics as a sponsored thinktank for rigorous research in the field of folklore, under Party auspices devolved into a bastion of pseudoscience exploited as an official mouthpiece for the National Socialist worldview. For Hans Strobel, a vocal member of the Institute, the May Day maypole custom, an illustration of which embellishes the cover of his Bauernbrauch im Jahres-
lauf, exemplified Germans’ premedieval and preternatural right based on their race and culture to the land they deemed Heimat. On his observation of one of Berlin’s May Day celebrations, Strobel wrote, “by re-declaring the first day in the Wonnemond [neo-Germanic for May] to be the national holiday of the entire German people, the National Socialist movement took a decisive step towards recognizing and actively honoring the traditional folk customs. Just as thousands of years ago, before the Middle Ages, the youth of our people set out in the struggle for soil and home, so today the whole Volk stands loyal to their Führer every May 1 …”12 Also drawing an uninterrupted through-line between ancient and modern practices, Adam Wrede, folklorist and honorary pressor in the Philosophy Faculty at the University of Cologne, substantiated his bogus historical claims with the same method many of his colleagues employed—by citing the locus classicus on ur-Germanic culture, as unreliable as it was known to be: the Roman historian Tacitus’s treatise Germania. Wrede interpolated in the Nazi erection of the maypole—which also adorned the cover of his study—a reincarnation of the springtime ritual offerings made in honor of the Germanic goddess Nerthus, who, Wrede writes, embodied the “power of growth,” according to Tacitus.13

Where the maypole reached its most visually persuasive evocation at the nexus of blood, soil, and colonial ideologies of National Socialists was in the 1936 film Eternal Forest (Ewiger Wald). Financed by Rosenberg’s Nationalsozialistische Kulturgemeinde, and giving full expression to his Arian-supremacist, neopagan jeremiad Myth of the Twentieth Century (1930), the film was among the first to transcend the clumsy genre of ‘cultural films’ of previous generations and was distributed around the country thanks to a unique collaboration with the guild of independent German cinemas.14 Its production team, Lex-Film, employed Sepp Allgeier, a leading camera man from Leni Riefenstahl’s Triumph of the Will in 1934, score by Wolfgang Zeller, and the writers Albert Graf von Pestalozza and Carl Maria Holzapfel, who in 1934 first pitched the idea to the NS-Kulturgemeinde. Published in film journals to occasion the film’s release, Holzapfel’s proposal called for a cinematic portrayal of the German nation’s origin in and primeval domain over the forest. According to Holzapfel, the forest, the laws to which its inhabitants had to adapt to survive, and the strategies they employed to sustain and expand that forest functioned as more than a mere “allegory” (Gleichnis) of the German Volk and “their struggle against those in eternal migration with goals of different orientations.”15 It was rooted in the very ground of their ‘organic’ expansionist philosophy, functioning as the subtext for preordained eastern territorial grabs that—rather than overseas—were contiguous with the woods at the heart of Germany.16

After a long overture of various interspersed forested vignettes of endless branches and leaves as far as the eye can see, the people of Ewiger Wald finally populate the screen. As they gather timber and hay to build their prehistoric village houses, a voiceover narrates:

Aus dem Wald kommen wir,
Wei der Wald leben wir,
Aus dem Wald formen wir Heimat und Raum.

In keeping with the forest principle of death and renewal, the film juxtaposes the funeral of a village elder—aptly buried in a hollowed-out trunk—with the ritual celebration of the springtime maypole (fig. 5a). Shot from an unusually low angle to capture the cosmic alignment between the ceremonial tree’s wreath and the gleaming sunlight, the scene also heralds the ancient people’s rejoicing hand-in-hand around their first work of art—the first in what the film will reveal is a long lineage of wooden or wood-inspired masterpieces (fig. 5b). Following its release, one of the film’s directors, Hanns Springer, spoke of the extent to which he “broke new
ground” in striving toward historical accuracy—“standing shoulder to shoulder with scholarship”—in filming the introductory prehistoric reenactments. While they were his most challenging, he admitted, they also set up the foundational origin myth that undergirds the rest of the film, that the unchanging essence of the German race, despite various foreign incursions in its history, first Romans then Christians, would always lurk in the dense thickets of the Teutonic wilderness. Invoking Tacitus, and even dramatizing his epic account of the Germanic tribes’ unlikely victory over three Roman legions at the Battle of Teutoburg Forest in 9 CE, the film gives voice to barbarian Germania as an alternative to the Greco-Roman sphere, a self-consciously primitive place where culture lay on a seamless continuum with nature.

A cinematographic analog to the specious diachronic comparisons made by fascist folklorists, the directors creatively deployed the novel technology of dissolving moving images to collapse time and establish causal relationships in the perdurable history between Germans and trees through a dynamic—and misleading—new medium of formal comparison. One of the film’s leitmotifs in its equivalence of racial and environmental makeup is that Germany’s artistic masterpieces had always been made from trees or at least inspired by them. In the spirit of the enwreathed maypole, the sparkling sun shines through a cathedral’s rose window (fig. 5a–d). The picture then subtly oscillates back-and-forth between the curving canopies of the German forest and their reincarnation into the iconic feature of Gothic architecture of the north: the classical rounded arch ‘broken’ into a pointed one. The aura of their rudimentary thicket dwellings, also famously described by Tacitus, persists through Christian spaces. Exceptionally meticulous in their alignment of architectural and arboreal form, the cinematographers seamlessly fade a row of compound piers into a file of trunks and a spire into a tree’s tapered crest (fig. 5e–f). The churches’ altars are furnished with cult statues of Christian saints, albeit ones carved in wood and, more specifically, in the signature style of Tilman Riemenschneider, an artist revered by National Socialist art historians because unlike his contemporary Albrecht Dürer he worked with modest materials and never left the homeland for Italy (fig. 5g).

But it is the maypole that bookends the film, first appearing when land and people are not yet contaminated by outside forces, and recurring at the end after Hitler’s rise to power when a series of scenes pictures peasants, villagers, and city-dwellers alike liberated to frolic about the ceremonial trees as their Germanic ancestors supposedly had (fig. 5h). Culminating in a forest of military banners and soldiers for the Reich’s commemoration of the National Day of German Volk (formerly May Day), the film’s conclusion centers on the swastika-emblazoned maypole as the cult object par excellence of the National Socialist jingoistic redemption story reuniting German blood with their soil after millennia of their dislocation from it (fig. 5i–j). Its true history dissolved into a concoction of racial and territorial purity, the imperial maypole transplanted to the regions of Berlin and Brandenburg also embodied a colonial program of Germanizing alien landscapes—a program of German aggression toward the east that, counter to the film’s victimization narrative, had already been actualized centuries prior in the medieval period and one that itself more accurately constitutes a through-line in the historical record, if one could exist at all.

The heavy-handed anticlerical sentiment behind the film—and shared by Strobel and Wrede—was aimed directly at church officials who publicly decried the pseudo-historical revival of pagan confessions and the assumption that prehistoric pagan practices fed or were transformed into Christian ones. The most outspoken and prominent among them was the firebrand cardinal and archbishop of Munich and
5 Trees as artworks through the ages, film stills from *Ewiger Wald*, 1936: a–b, ancient maypole with dancers and sun; c–d, sunrays through forest canopy and gothic rose window; e–f, dissolves between forest and gothic hypostyle hall and spire; g, gothic wood sculpture; h, modern maypole dance; i–j, Nazi maypole in Berlin’s *Lastgarten*, under the sun.
Freising, Michael von Faulhaber, who in his New Year's Eve sermon of 1933 warned against “uncritical and unscientific connections” between ancient and medieval traditions and other “fantastical castles in the sky” manufactured by the neo pagan movement. From his pulpit in Saint Michael’s Church in Munich, the grandest of all Renaissance churches north of the Alps, and carried by loudspeaker in two other churches, Faulhaber decried the practice of cherry-picking from Tacitus a number of putative Christian appropriations of Germanic peoples. “It is true that Tacitus mentions the ‘shiny white horse’ that was kept in a grove at the expense of the state, but this does not mean that the steed of St. Martin descended from that old Germanic model.” Forming the fifth in a series of advent sermons principally delivered in defiance of the Nazi ordinance prohibiting the teaching of the Old Testament as an offense against “the Germanic race,” Faulhaber’s final screed targeting Germanic revivalism also took aim at the single most canonical tree of medieval Germany: the so-called Thor or Donar oak that Saint Boniface (d. 754) chopped down with his own hands in his campaign to convert the Saxons. “We will not have planted in the place of the cross a Thor oak,” Faulhaber called out to his audience of Catholics and skeptics, inveighing against hasty extrapolations from any perceived cultic rhymes between paganism and Christianity. For Faulhaber, such hypotheses would ultimately lead to an anthropological deconstruction of Christianity, stripping the religion of its absolute singularity and contradicting its spiritual truth.

While Faulhaber’s speech, later published under the title “Christianity and Germanicity,” was criticized by Catholic scholars for its over-reliance on Tacitus as an unreliable source, his invocation of Boniface’s felling of the Saxon oak in Geismar is an entirely different matter—one handed down in medieval texts and serving as the template for the church’s missionary exploits over local populations in Europe and even the Americas for centuries thereafter. Leveling sacred groves and building monasteries and churches atop their fallow remains was, in fact, a prevalent means of conversion and settlement throughout the Middle Ages—verbal accounts and physical traces for which survive more often in eastern parts of the Holy Roman Empire, where Christianization took place at a later date. What also comes into view in the public spat between the newly installed National Socialist regime and one of the few quasi-insulated voices of internal resistance carrying any weight, then, is a fight for the role of narrator, each side vying to be the rightful heir of Germany’s medieval history—where in fact, the legacy of trees and maypoles, especially in relation to the church, is far gnarlier and more complex than either side would have liked it to be.

The Medieval and Early Modern Maypole, and the Fallout from Fascist Folklore

Much of what is known about the medieval maypole tradition was first uncovered by the systematic studies conducted of nineteenth-century ethnographers, the propagators of a romantic, sylvan idealism. Early folklore historians like Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl (1823–1897) and Wilhelm Mannhardt (1831–1880), and the poly-math philologist Jacob Grimm (1785–1863) all plumbed an immense corpus of textual records for historical proof of rituals involving trees. While painstaking and rigorously cross-disciplinary, their research was also partially motivated by its own suspect brand of nationalism and primitivist fetishism of the peasantry—a dangerous combination that ultimately opened the field of folklore studies to radicalization by National Socialists. After 1945, though, post-war scholars who rightfully sought to de-Nazify methodological approaches in their interpretation of the same medieval sources also set aside the fuller picture of tree-centered customs tak-
ing place throughout the Middle Ages and early modern period, given their suspect ideological connotations.

The following section pivots to postwar folklore and art history and looks anew at well-known and more obscure texts and artworks with historical distance and an eye toward what can be gleaned from them if we are willing to move beyond simply decrying the politics that had co-opted them. Art historians working in this area have, for good reason, grown allergic to any approach that might be perceived as reeking of Blut und Boden; they have therefore erred cautiously in their interpretation of the evidence unearthed in generations prior, if they dare to look at all. But our hesitation to confront this fraught history has overshadowed the ways images, in particular, reveal the church’s tug of war with folkloric trees and plants. Regardless of how much, if anything, the medieval maypole tradition may have inherited from pagan devotional practices, thanks to the primary source material collated in large part by romantic ethnographers, we know the church in the Middle Ages associated the ceremonial tree with idolatrous, pre-Christian behavior.

A prime example of the tension in the historical reception of tree cults comes from what is putatively the oldest documented maypole in medieval Germany. In his Eight Books of Miracles, the Cistercian monk Caesarius von Heisterbach (ca. 1180–ca. 1240) denounces the erection of a ceremonial tree in Aachen in 1224.31 As was customary for maypoles, it carried a wreath, which would have been issued as a prize to the best dancer of a circle dance. After the city’s priest ordered the maypole cut down, the townspeople of Aachen vigorously protested and under the direction of the town’s bailiff, they raised an even taller one to spite him. As many predicted, however, God leveled a severe punishment because of the shame done to him and his priest, and within a few days, according to Caesarius, a giant conflagration laid waste to all of Aachen. Indeed, the city was struck by a fire that year on August 1—that is, during summer, through which point maypoles often remained standing.32

In 1875, Wilhelm Mannhardt cited Caesarius’s Aachen case in his book Forest and Field Cults. Situated in a chapter entitled “Tree Spirit as Vegetation Demon,” the Aachen maypole for Mannhardt embodied a fertility spirit that for “heathen” Germans most often inhabited trees and forests.33 Dressing maypoles with garlands and wreaths, like the people of Aachen did in spring, signified their reification of vegetal animistic forces that took anthropomorphic shape. That is, the formal, analogical relationship between people and the maypole they constructed demonstrated that plants, like people, also possessed spirits. Mannhardt’s was an inclusive theory of animism, tracking the spirit as it manifested across space and time—“the same psychic process which explains so many elements in tree worship is also the germ of the Demeter myth.”34 His fellow folklorists—and certainly those following in the National Socialist era—narrowed their field of inquiry to a Volksgeist of the German nation, echoing the words of Johann Gottfried Herder (1744–1803) that “each nation has the center of its happiness within itself.”35 While Rosenberg, Strobel, Wrede and others perverted Mannhardt’s methods in their essentializing of German race and environment, other Nazi folklorists, like Adolf Spamer, the leader of the Reichsinstitut, was more ‘ambiguous’ in his stance with the fascists and was even punished by the Party for his “lack of political qualifications.”36 Spamer was very much cut from the same cloth as Mannhardt; he drew cross-temporal and global conclusions about the German “folk soul” based on formal likenesses between medieval maypoles, the prehistoric rod idols of Germanic and Slavic peoples, and the burial pillars of ninth-century Lombards described by Paul the Deacon (d. 799).37

Since a number of the Nazi folklorists like Spamer and others who helped perpetuate ethnon-
nationalist ideologies either actively or passively remained active in the field after the war’s end, a major critical self-reassessment and reckoning of the discipline’s complicity in the fascist era did not occur until decades after the war.38 Before confronting the events of that period head-on in the 1980’s, numerous scholars sought an antidote to the poisoned well by setting a new rigorous standard of hyper-positivism in their analysis of texts and archaeological data.39 Their driving principal was to attack the discipline’s historical predilection for continuities, and to rid the field of its obsession with origin stories—an objective perfectly encapsulated by a wide-ranging corrective study on the maypole published in 1961 by Hans Moser, who from 1938 until 1964, with interruptions due to the war, headed the Bavarian State Office of Folklore (Bayerische Landesstelle für Volkskunde) in Munich.40 Categorizing the historical examples as a signal of his objective close-reading of the sources, Moser classified the famous, aforementioned Aachen maypole as a “politically ceremonial tree” that, by the thirteenth century, would never have elicited religious fervor, superstition or idolatry.41 Instead, it functioned as a symbol of Aachen’s independence as a free imperial city and, as such, could only have threatened the church’s political hegemony, not its religious one. “It was the High Middle Ages, in the Catholic city of Aachen, no less!” Moser, himself a Catholic, exclaimed in his text.42 Behind the rigor of his analysis, though, it would seem the postwar pendulum swung too far in the opposite direction. In countering Mannhardt’s invocation of the episode as a heathen rite, and in seeking to repair the irrevocable damage his field’s historical interpretation of the maypole had inflicted, Moser oversimplified the bigger picture, too.

Turning back to the Books of Miracles, we see that Caesarius more than subtly compares the ceremonial springtime tree with the Golden Calf—the supreme idol of the Old Testament—by couching the Aachen story between others railing against heretical conduct. Before his travels to Aachen, Caesarius chronicles the wrath that befell the people of Hertene in the Lower Rhine in the same year for their “show of idolatry” (speciem ydolatrie): they dance in a circle around and bow their heads down to a sculpted ram spruced up with silk bands on a tree post.43 The calls of the local clergyman, who threatened excommunication and “the plague of the sons of Israel who danced around the Golden Calf,” fell on deaf ears. Consequently, a vengeful God struck down the festival with a violent thunderstorm, devastating the entire area and smashing the idol into smithereens. God also intervened in a festival game involving a wreath prize, not unlike the one suspended from the Aachen maypole; a priest who won it and hung it from his house died because of the offense.44 What is at stake in Caesarius’s accounts is not whether people honored the maypole, the wreath, or the image of the ram per se, or even if either was conceived to possess its own animate spirit. They exhibit an affront to the second commandment for their mockery of the crucifixion, for their inverted formal and functional resemblance to veneration properly bestowed upon the ultimate trophy, the body of Christ, hanging from the saintly wood of the cross—more verbal and visual accounts for which, as we will see, abound in the late medieval and early modern periods.

Trees abound in German art and architecture in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It is the moment the densely forested landscape paintings of the so-called ‘Danube School’ emerged.45 Arboreal motifs proliferated along the frames of fictive and real thresholds of German structures. Perhaps most importantly, it was the time German humanists led by Conrad Celtis had discovered Tacitus—publishing an edition of Germania in 1500—and pored over his recitations of the tree-laden altars and forested dwellings of their pagan ancestors. Still, like Michael Baxandall, most art historians working in the early modern period demurred from considerations of German folklore.46 Instead, for German archi-
tects competing with Quattrocento Italian classicism and painters seeking to define the ideals of Maximilian I’s empire, forests were considered to offer a uniquely ancient German vocabulary with which to contrast against that of the Italians, whose cultural patrimony survived not just in treatises but also in physical stone. In truth, however, tree-centered traditions in medieval Germany—sacred and secular—long predated the revival of Tacitus and encompassed areas of literary and visual culture beyond architecture and the small circles of humanist discourse. In their quest to assert a national character, artists were just as well served resorting to Tacitus’ account of trees in their ancient history as they were looking out their own windows to the present and how those traditions continued but were transformed, eroded and polished by the winds of time and filtered into Christianity. Not only predating the humanist topos, Germany’s historical involvement with vegetation and wood may have provided a symbolic, if usually concealed, substratum for it.

Many of the sources on which we rely to recuperate the maypole practice from the period also indicate the church’s discomfort with a perceived potential of the maypole to draw out heterodox attitudes towards nature and non-Christian ritual objects. From the verbal sources it is clear that the maypole was feared to conjure worship of nature itself, or ritual objects made to honor nature and the natural world, especially because the maypole, the mightiest tree from the forest, an object people climbed, adorned with trophies, was so congruent to the cross and the other Arma Christi used at the Passion. Clerics did not miss this formal and functional overlap; they either shunned the practice altogether or claimed the rituals for the church and associated them and their use of wood with the cross. In addition to texts, though, it is in fact a group of artworks not often associated with maypoles—some produced within church circles—that help us recover the existence of the secular medieval tradition. What the images also show, which perhaps explains why art historians have overlooked their folkloric significance, is a greater affinity with the folk objects used in the modern era—particularly those recorded by nineteenth-century ethnographers—than has previously been acknowledged.

If one looks closely enough, one can identify a thinly veiled critique of the maypole as a corrupted aberration of the crucifixion—and other Catholic iconographies—in a group of early sixteenth-century prints by the Beham brothers of Nuremberg. Sebald Beham’s expansive panorama of the church anniversary holiday (Kirchweih or Kirmes) features an almost encyclopedic array of revelrous activities that took place at outdoor festivals in the German countryside (fig. 6). While ordered and restrained activity—
a couple weds below a devotional image of the Virgin and Child—is set before the towering cross-crowned steeple on the left side of the composition, a maypole carrying a rooster counter-balances it on the right (fig. 7). Here Beham relishes in the parodic potential of the scene. A lone man above the fray has made a break to claim the trophy; he indecorously wraps his body around the trunk to shimmy upward, crossing one ankle over the other. A crowded mass of peasants below beholds his achievement, their lances and pitchforks intimating those of the Romans and the centurion, whose echo gallops away on horseback above. In the foreground, the arm gestures of the players on the bowling green harken those wagering for Christ’s unhemmed garment, just as those of a woman yanking her husband away from a swordfight do the Magdalene mourning at the foot of the cross.

In many such woodcuts from Sebald and his younger brother Barthel, the scenes of peasant life literally and compositionally radiate about a central, de-limbed tree. In the case illustrating the so-called Nose Dance, the upright post is shunted into a small mound of earth not unlike the way the cross’s vertical beam (the stipes) is often depicted by artists (fig. 8). Its short crossbars bearing rewards—like the pole behind it—give it the air of an impotent dummy compared to the one on which Christ was crucified. As Protestant artists, the Behams were parodying the behavior exhibited at Catholic festivals but also the very nature of festivals more broadly, which honored saints and their relics—like the Holy Cross and other Arma Christi—with vulgar pageantry, artworks, and extra-Biblical liturgical blessings of things. Their prints thus also criticize the Catholic domestication of the maypole and a host of other folkloric rituals involving plants into their devotional and liturgical system. May devotion (Maiandacht), as it came to be known, had been popularized a century prior in the same region, and it seized on the temporal coincidence with the May month’s liturgical observation of nu-
merous cross-oriented feasts—principally the Cross’s Invention on May 3 but also the Cross Week and, by the fourteenth century, a feast to the other *Arma Christi*, too. Indeed, regardless of the origins of the pole games and the rationale for the form of their ornaments, the Behams’ prints make light of the festive stand-in for the cross as well as the resemblance between the prizes they proffered and the *Arma Christi*—like St. Peter’s cock, the crown of thorns, and Veronica’s veil, which, as we will see, adorned as devotional trophies a host of columnar artworks that spiritually allegorized the secular maypole. Such artworks would have been anathema to the Behams as skeptics of devotional images and the church’s embrace of popular superstition.

Pioneered by the Dominican Henry Suso (1295–1366) but building off the centuries-entrenched topos of the cross as Tree of Life, May devotion infused the typological tree with real, local ones. It reinterpreted and re-enacted every step of the maypole custom that rejoiced in the teeming plant life of spring but in an orthodox—even doctrinal—framework; that is, as expressions of Holy Cross adoration.51 For example, the Franciscan Nuremberg preacher Stephan Fridolin (1430–1498) compiled his *Spiritual May* (*Der Geistliche Mai*) in the 1480’s according to the liturgical calendar so the Clarissan nuns he supervised would read it in conjunction with May’s cross holidays.52 On the eve of May Day, he bid his readers to “seek out” and “choose” the tree most representative of Christ’s beauty and holiness—itself a parallel to the wood-gathering rite that took place on April 30, also known as Walpurgis Night.53 Having discovered and felled their perfect tree, the nuns on their second day of prayer were instructed to prepare it in the same way as one would a maypole, as we encounter in the Glockendon manuscript picture (fig. 2)—by “hanging from the highly blessed May-wood sweet, small mirrors.”54 With their devotional greenery trimmed and decorated, the nuns pray the heavenly rosary and invite a chorus of heavenly saints “to help carry the graceful May-wood through all the alleys … and [during] this stroll to sing a beautiful little hymn.”55 They post their love garlands on the doors and windows of the Heavenly Father in spiritual re-enactments of courtship rituals that, thanks to accounts from Suso and others, we know took place on May Day.56 As a manuscript copy from the Franciscan Pütrich convent demonstrates, in return for a nun’s Maytime devotional exercises, and as a sign of her spiritual marriage to him, the Christ Child rewards her with an allegorical mirror of the prize a festival-goer would have won: a wreath of forget-me-nots, a floral play on the eucharistic utterance,
“This is my body which is given for you: this do in remembrance of me” (fig. 9; Luke 22:19).

Other artworks bear a more explicit footprint of Christ’s cross as a maypole adorned with the other instruments of his Passion as devotional trophies—a phenomenon that, as we will soon see, either persisted through or suddenly reappeared in the nineteenth century. In addition to the rosary, Fridolin and the author and woodcut artist for the frontispiece of The Spiritual Maypole (Geistlicher Maibaum), printed in Ulm around 1482, also analogized the crown of thorns atop Christ’s head with the flowery trophy that encircled the bushy crests of late-medieval maypoles (fig. 10). “Above on the treetop of this maypole is the lovely and beautiful rosary / ringlet of roses, delightful to admire, but completely painful and cruel to receive, when it bore through the head of the noble Sponsus with its sharp thorns.”58 Appearing at the end of the same printed book from Ulm, a little-known woodcut shows Christ sandwiched in the fork of a tree from which an expanded arrangement of the Arma is carefully arrayed (fig. 11). Here, a Melancholic Christ, beaten but not yet crucified, balances the weight of his thoughts on his left arm and leg, which he plants atop a stump.59 Propping his heavy head on his hand, he pensively exchanges gazes with the rooster alight the same branch supporting the birches, hammer, and slip-knotted rope. Despite the inclusion of some of the more peripheral objects related to the Passion—like the lantern, dice, and ladder—the cross is remarkably absent. That is,
unless the oak itself, known for its bifurcated trunk, functions as its stand-in. Cradling Christ and the Arma and growing out of the earth like the adjacent chaffs of wheat in the foreground, themselves not without eucharistic symbolic import, the tree is the most literal visualization of the Spiritual Maypole topos—though there are others that are entwined with it.

In the fifteenth century and early sixteenth centuries, monumental sculpted programs of Christ with whipping posts emblazoned with the Arma invoke the cross and the open-air Maytime customs often cited to symbolize it. Painted and carved in wood and thus materially evocative of trees, crosses, and maypoles, the portable ensemble now installed inside Brunswick Cathedral may well have been transported outdoors for the liturgies of the cross, Arma Christi, and Passion in the spring (c. 1486–1500; fig. 12). The crouching, forlorn Christ serves as a model for the viewer, who is left to walk about and reflect on the kaleidoscope of torture wrapped around the tall, free-standing columns. The placement of St. Peter’s cock at the top, along with the centrifugal movement they invite, call to mind the festive springtime staffs—and thus, by an inverted set of associations, the cross itself, so thoroughly had it, its material, and its celebrations, come to be layered over the rituals of May.

A spinoff of the genre, the massive, four-meter tall sculpture of Christ bound to an arboreal whipping post was carved from a single oak trunk and installed in the center of the so-called Scourge Hall (Geiβelsaal) in Chemnitz’s former
Benedictine monastery (fig. 13). The circular movement the flagellation post invokes—which of course is true to its own story—becomes conflated with the ritualistic movements around the maypole in the season of the celebration of the cross. But it is in its formal and material construction where the maypole resonances are most salient. Following the profane custom, where the maypole represented the most perfect and beautiful tree sacrificed and honored to usher in warm weather, at Chemnitz we encounter in the whipping post-as-tree offering the best and most perfect example of humanity in the figure of Christ and his sacrifice at the Passion. The spectacular figural program, save the protruding appendages of the flagellators, was hewn around the circumference of a single oak trunk with a diameter of 1.2 meters. In fact, the artists were so committed to the material integrity of the prized tree felled from the nearby forest that they recycled real oak branches, shaved them, and twisted them around the trunk to form two wreathes that harken the floral and leafy garlands that decorated medieval maypoles.

Regardless of any putative pagan origins, all of the traditions associated with the maypole were at least not of the church’s design and therefore not originally representative of its ideology. Either an uninterrupted holdover of medieval custom or a byproduct of research into it, the Arma Christi also adorned some of the earliest maypoles that nineteenth-century ethnographers described and had drawn. Although it was an animosity toward cities as “the domain of Jews” and the “tombs of Germanism” that drove his research into popular customs of rural Germans, Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl tells us the Arma Christi were an “indispensable component” to maypoles across Bavaria as early as 1860. The inscription on the maypole from Königsdorf in 1894 signals its role as a marker of God’s munificent intervention with the physical world: “You diligently care for the health of souls with heavenly means and divine nourishment [Speis]; make our minds prone to it, where the direction this maypole shows us.” Like the aforementioned Ulm print, the cross is conspicuously absent among the range of Arma represented on the maypole that Bavarians erected in Ellbach bei Tölz and Kochel in the nineteenth century, the latter topped off with a rooster (fig. 14). In the modern period too, the secular, folkloric maypole stood for the holy cross itself, before which the townspeople, much like Fridolin’s nuns under their “Spiritual May,” paid tribute to the divine forces at work in the springtime harvest—the lifeblood of the German countryside.

The same transposing of the cross’s wood over real trees was a phenomenon much earlier in the medieval period as potentially a means of converting pagans with strong affinities with trees, a subject to which we now turn our attention by way of conclusion.

The Roots of Conversion

We know of many historical flashpoints that occurred between early Christians and the sacred groves of non-believers in Germany and its environs. Scholars have rightly balked at exploring the similarities between how the church responded to late medieval maypoles and early medieval hallowed trees for fear of perpetuating the bogus and dangerous continuity narratives of previous generations. In particular, art historians have overlooked the few surviving marginal physical clues that not only help us piece together the various histories of ancient German tree cults but also how those histories in turn help us understand the powerful forces and artworks that replaced them. In avoiding this material, we miss how nationalist and fascist historians exploited a deliberate flattening of how culturally disparate these regions actually were, and the different ways the church throughout the Middle Ages had to accommodate and adapt to trees to convert and keep hold over ever
more Europeans. To be clear, we still know little about the role of trees in the religious system of pre-Christian northern Europeans, which were not uniform or standardized. 66 They were also certainly not exclusive to so-called Germanic peoples but also characteristic of various Slavic ethnic groups whom German Christians fought and converted and whose lands they settled. 67 Nevertheless, rooting out what was anathema to their immaterial, monotheistic God, missionary Germans as part of their expansionist strategy to convert ever wider swaths of eastern Europe did systematically demolish and build over sacred groves of enemy Slavs in, among other places, Szczecin (Stettin) around 1125 and in Henryków (Heinrichau) outside Wrocław, over whose felled remains a Cistercian monastery was built. 68

To take a highly unusual surviving example, a fossilized tree stump protrudes upward from the ground and into the choir of Lehnin Abbey in Brandenburg, Germany (fig. 15), less than fifty kilometers from Berlin. Carefully embedded into the architecture, its chopped face running flush with the steps leading to the church’s east end, the irregularly shaped and barky log arrests the eye as a conspicuous departure from the layers of brick and mortar that comprise the rest of the structure’s fabric, from the walls and vaults to the altar table, where the clergy celebrated mass and performed the miraculous transformation of bread and wine to Christ’s body and blood. By preserving and exhibiting the severed stump, the Christians who first built this Cistercian cloister in the last two decades of the twelfth century sought to commemorate what had been eliminated from it: a living tree that embodied the nature-centered cult religion of local Slavic peoples. 69 Trees and the vegetal world, when properly domesticated into doctrine, played a role in the propagation of Christian ritual and faith throughout the Middle Ages. At the same time church figures felled cult trees admired by pagans, they advanced their own theological tradition foregrounding the arboreal heritage of one of Christendom’s most sacred signs and relics, the wood of the Holy Cross on which Christ was crucified. Indeed, one of the directives to erect Lehnin Abbey, according to a surviving copy of its foundational legend, was to eradicate “the Slavs, the heathens, and all enemies of the cross of Christ.” 70 Aligned along the same central longitudinal axis as the high altar, the stump at Lehnin reveals to the viewer a paradox around the church’s attitudes toward wood and earthly matter in the sanctuary; in the foreground, its raw truncation represents a vanquished belief system, while in the background its reconfigura-
tion into a carved, painted, and gilded altarpiece stages the liturgy and upholds orthodoxy.

Historians still cling to the possibility that the stump rather refers to a tree from a modern legend account of the abbey’s founding by the Margrave Otto I. That version of the story describes Otto, tired from hunting, falling asleep against a tree; he dreams of a hostile white deer who only stops antagonizing him once he appealed to Christ and awakens. But the surviving physical evidence comports more simply with the historical circumstances and contemporary accounts of Lehnin’s establishment—namely, that the cloister was constructed as Christians tightened their grips on the last Slavic holdouts in Lehnin’s immediate proximity.71 As part of a larger twelfth-century “Wendish” Crusade (a term for Slavs east of the Elbe, more commonly known as Sorbs) that swept the region, German, Flemish, and Lombardish Christians who had already settled there closed ranks as Slavic clashes and uprisings persisted.72 In 1187, it was reported about the Zauche region of Brandenburg that “the ground is soaked with the bloodshed of the pagan attacks.” Ten years later, Pope Coelestin III expressed his regret that the provost Heinrich von Brandenburg “had settled in the midst of a depraved and evil tribe, namely that of the Slavs and declared enemies of Christianity.”73 Christians at Lehnin had thus made the exceptional choice not only to keep their trunk trophy but also to repurpose it as Slavic spoils to commemorate in powerfully visual, architectural, and material terms from the holiest place of their church, perhaps even from the spot where a cross altar once stood, the hard-fought victory of their saintly wood over the heathen one.74

In recuperating the significance of these visual cues, art historians can begin to investigate histories of sacred trees that lurk behind numerous arboreal topos that were assimilated into the foundational legends of pioneer monasteries.75 While Lehnin’s stump, which evokes a violent confrontation between belief systems, is indeed singular, there are other cases where we encounter a more syncretic relationship between Christian and heathen wood. Prominent trees figuring in written foundational accounts of Cistercian monasteries that settled Slavic Austria in the eastern Alps also saliently linger in some of their major artworks, like the late Gothic carved retable for the high altar at Zwettl (ca. 1525) and the unusual mandrake crucifix *acheiropoieton* (ca. 1200) that spawned a pilgrimage cult to Rein monastery’s Straßengel church, which was built atop a Slavic burial ground.76 Lehnin’s stump also compels us to reevaluate the illuminations of miracle-performing trees in manuscripts that recount the establishment of monasteries earlier in the Middle Ages, like that of Werden Abbey near Essen (799) or Saint-Amand Abbey in Valenciennes, France (ca. 630).77 Without corroborating archaeological evidence, historians attempting to infer from pictures alone the existence of sacred groves in this very early period run the risk of chasing Faulhaber’s “castles in the sky.”78 Still, there were
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many variations of Donar Oaks struck down by Christians; what Faulhaber’s rival fascist folklorists were loath to admit, however, is that many of them were torn down by German hands.

While they fabricated ancient histories for beloved sites like the Teutoburg Forest’s Externsteine rock formations, Nazi historians ignored the Lehnin case because it disrupted the tidy myth that it was Germans alone who possessed a special, mystical connection to the forest.79 Inconvenient idiosyncrasies like those of German Christians eradicating sacred groves were expunged from the historical record by fascist researchers of Eastern Europe, who vigorously forbade the study of Sorbian history not only to deny the possibility of the ethnic group’s regional independence but also to dismiss any potential cultural kinship with their eastern neighbors.80 While they insisted on ethnic distinctions from Slavs, they fabricated ancient overlaps—like an historical connection with trees—with their preferred “Aryan” counterparts to the Scandinavian north. Under the official auspices of Die Nord- und Ostdeutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (NOFG) and the Publikationsstelle Berlin-Dahlem (PuSte), founded in 1933 and 1931, respectively, researchers advanced the spurious notion of an eastern Volks- und Kulturboden, that the Slavic landscape was inherently better suited to German people who were racially preordained with the know-how to cultivate it.

The same dangerous rhetoric of the Volk’s “indigeneity” (Bodenständigkeit) to eastern lands in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, which would culminate in their military conquest of the east (Drang nach Osten) and serve as the predicate for the “Wendish question” of how to cleanse Sorbian peoples from all of Germandom in 1937, also accounts for the uncanny, visual dissonance of the maypole erected in Hitler’s Berlin.81 Soaring over lands east of the Elbe, from whose forests it was felled, the ritual tree was erected to tout the abiding Germanic tradition of tree adoration. It also stood as an inverted echo of what medieval German Christians had razed from that very landscape a millennium prior.
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